Questions Received regarding the Request for Proposal (RFP) for Project
TR201620 Public Satisfaction Survey of High Friction Surface Treatment
The Request for Proposal (RFP) says “It was determined to do a public satisfaction survey in conjunction
with project J5P3012 in Callaway County on WB US 54 near Kingdom City”.
Question 1: Does this mean the survey population only includes persons around this project site (US 54
near Kingdom City)? –We are looking for those that use this roadway.
Question 2: Can any data/information be provided regarding the population that uses WB US 54 near
Kingdom City?—No, we will rely on the survey provider to provide those demographics.

The RFP also says “Another goal of the survey is to determine the outreach efforts of MoDOT staff to the
general public regarding communication of projects and satisfaction with the work zone.”
Question 3: What outreach efforts did MoDOT staff make regarding the communication of projects and
satisfaction with the work zone? –MODOT utilizes press releases to media, Facebook posts, and Twitter
to communicate upcoming projects to the general project. MoDOT has an online work zone satisfaction
survey that can be filled out on any project at any time.
Question 4: What approaches did MoDOT use for reaching the general public regarding the
communication of projects and satisfaction with work zone? Can MoDOT share the information (e.g.,
email list, social media, or locations of electric message boards) for reaching the same population? –
MODOT utilizes press releases to media, Facebook posts, and Twitter to communicate upcoming
projects to the general projects. A listing of locations of message boards can be provided to the
awardee.

Questions 5: Are still working with the same 10 MoDOT regions that I used when polling for MoDOT
about 10 years ago? I ask because I have worked in another state that has changed its 10 transportation
regions and I want to make certain the same has not occur in Missouri. When I went on your website I
found references and a map to 7 Districts, but that is not what you are looking for, correct?
–MoDOT’s regions have nothing to do with this survey. We currently have 7 Districts.
Questions 6: I am assuming the 5% MOE is not for each region, which would be an extremely large
sample. Is the 5% MOE a statewide MOE after one re-weights the regional stratification to make it
representative of the state population? If so, one assumes you want minimal sample size in each
regional stratification. If so, what size would that be? A crude estimate would be that St. Louis would
need to be around 130 completes but all other could be much smaller to achieve a statewide 5% MOE—
so do you want these other regions oversampled to achieve some minimum size for regional analysis?
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Or is it that you just want regional quotas set to make certain there are the appropriate number
(proportional to adult population) of interviews in each region, even though that regional sample size
(for a survey with a statewide 5% MOE) would be only around 5 to 40 for all but 2 regions?
– MoDOT’s regions have nothing to do with this survey. We are interested in the customer satisfaction
on the high friction surface treatment in project J5P3012 in Callaway County on WB US 54 near Kingdom
City.
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